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INTRODUCTION 

Over the years, Bellingham has helped lead the State in progressive transportation planning, design, and 

implementation. Bellingham is well known for its multimodal concurrency program and well-crafted 

pedestrian and bicycle master plans. To support the city’s multimodal planning, this report documents the 

methods, assumptions, and findings for a Growth Management Act (GMA) compliant multimodal 

Transportation Impact Fee (TIF) program. This multimodal TIF builds on and incorporates many elements of 

Bellingham’s existing roadway-capacity focused TIF program, but includes an expanded project list that 

includes complete streets projects and stand-alone pedestrian/bicycle projects, in addition to traditional 

roadway capacity projects. The most significant change related to the multimodal TIF program is a shift 

from vehicle trips to person trips (see box to right). This shift is important because a strong nexus is required 

to link the trip generation from new development to the need to expand the multimodal transportation 

network. Person trips provide that strong legal nexus for multimodal TIF programs, much as vehicle trips 

were generally used for vehicle-based TIF programs. The new multimodal TIF also retains the Urban Village 

TIF reduction, although it is based on a new methodology that is compatible with the new person trip-

based TIF approach. Lastly, the TIF has been updated to reflect the multimodal transportation projects 

needed to serve the level of growth planned in the Bellingham Comprehensive Plan. The remaining sections 

of the report describe the impact fee program methodology, the analyses performed, and the resulting 

recommendations.  
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METHODOLOGY 

     

The multimodal impact fee structure for the City of Bellingham was designed 

to determine the fair share of multimodal transportation improvement costs 

that may be charged to new development. The GMA allows impact fees for 

system improvements that are reasonably required to support and mitigate 

the impacts of new development. The GMA also specifies that fees are not to 

exceed a proportionate share of the costs of improvements.   

The following key points summarize the impact fee structure (refer to Figure 

1): 

• A single TIF project list was developed from the:  

o 2012 Pedestrian Master Plan (Tier 1 & 2 only used for 

calculating the fee);   

o 2014 Bicycle Master Plan (Tier 1 & 2 only used for calculating 

the fee); and  

o 2016 20-year project list from the Transportation Element of 

the Comprehensive Plan. 

• These projects were evaluated for impact fee eligibility (non-capacity 

investments were eliminated, these were primarily maintenance and 

safety improvement projects). 

• Of the remaining eligible projects, the portion of those projects 

addressing existing deficiencies or carrying non-city growth were 

subtracted from eligible costs.  

• The remaining list of eligible program costs were divided by 

Bellingham’s expected growth in person trips over the next 20 years. 

• A TIF reduction program for development in the City’s Urban Villages 

was calculated to account for the fact that these generate fewer 

vehicle trips and require less transportation infrastructure to support. 

• A land use-based fee schedule was developed using the cost per 

person trip calculated above. Person trip rates for multiple land use 

categories were estimated using vehicle trip generation rates from 

the Institute of Transportation Engineers and the ratio of person trips to vehicle trips from several 

household travel surveys conducted in Western Washington. 

  

 

Project List Developed 

from Transportation 

Element, Bicycle Master 

Plan, and Pedestrian 

Master Plan 

 

Identify Share of Projects 

Serving City Growth 
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Non-City Growth) 
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Year Person Trip Growth  

 

Growth Cost Allocation 
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(Non-Maintenance, 
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Reduction 

Figure 1. Impact Fee 

Structure 
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URBAN VILLAGE TRANSPORTATION IMPACT FEE (TIF) REDUCTION 

The City of Bellingham’s current TIF ordinance includes vehicle trip reductions for the City’s seven (7) urban 

villages.: 

• Downtown 

• Old Town 

• Waterfront 

• Fountain District 

• Samish Way 

• Fairhaven 

• Barkley Village 

The current Urban Village TIF Reduction Program accommodates a fee reduction of up to 50% based on 

performance measures that have a demonstrated effect on reducing vehicle trips on and off development 

sites. The performance measures include an automatic 15% reduction for any development being within a 

mixed-use urban village, an automatic 2%-10% reduction based on proximity to WTA transit, and several 

voluntary reductions, including a 10% reduction for commute trip reduction by employers, a 1% for 

providing WTA Transit passes, and 2% for car sharing.  

While it is fairly straightforward to translate reduced vehicle trips to a lower vehicle-based TIF, the transition 

to person trips and a multimodal TIF required a slightly different approach because a multimodal TIF does 

not distinguish different impact fee rates for the different modes. The following sections describe how 

differences in urban form, transit availability, and mix of uses influence travel behavior. The end of this 

section outlines the recommended options for applying the Urban Village TIF reductions.  

NOT ALL PERSON TRIPS HAVE THE SAME IMPACT  

As noted above, mode neutral (person trip) TIF programs do not inherently account for the differential 

impact that modal trips all have on the transportation system (e.g., walking trips require far less 

infrastructure and public investment compared to drive alone trips). In fact, this is the fundamental 

justification for why vehicle-based TIF programs allow for a fee reduction for areas/developments that 

generate fewer vehicle trips. For a person trip-based TIF program, there are a variety of ways to measure 

this differential impact. In a mature city like Bellingham where roadway expansion is difficult, expensive, and 

often infeasible, one simple way to assess the differential impact of trips by different modes is through their 

use of physical space. Different modes have varying footprints on the City's transportation system, which is 
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described below and illustrated in Figure 2. This approach is modeled after a similar approach developed 

and adopted by the City of Portland, Oregon.  

• Drive Alone trips take up 180 square feet on average, based on the size of a typical passenger 

vehicle. Compared to a drive alone trip:  

• Carpools take up 60% less space than driving alone per person trip. This was estimated using the 

WCOG regional travel model estimate that the average carpool carries 2.4 people.  

• Bicyclists use 87.5% less space per person trip. This estimate was developed using a conservative 

assumption that bicycles are roughly a quarter the size of a car and no more than half of cyclists 

(and more likely fewer than 20 percent) are using arterial travel lanes (the remaining cyclists are 

using existing exclusive facilities, which include trails, cycle tracks, and bike lanes).   

• Walking takes virtually no space from vehicles in built-out areas with sidewalks (which is one 

major reason that filling sidewalk gaps on major streets is an important new element of 

Bellingham’s multimodal TIF program). However, for the purposes of this program, it is assumed 

that pedestrians consume 91% less of the roadway space than drive alone travel. This percentage 

was based on the fact that pedestrians crossing the street reduce vehicle capacity slightly and that 

bulb-outs, crossing islands, and other pedestrian crossing treatments can consume roadway 

space.   

• Transit requires roughly 97% less space per person trip than driving alone. This was based on 

each full bus requiring 5 square feet of space per passenger.1  

Figure 2. Physical Space by Mode 

 

                                                      

1 The Transit Capacity and Quality of Service Manual identifies a range of 4.5-5.3 sq. ft / passenger as "comfortable" 
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Based on the information above, an Urban Village TIF reduction is justifiable to the extent that new growth 

in the Urban Villages generate a greater proportion of non-drive alone trips. 

PERSON TRIP DISCOUNTS TO RATE SCHEDULE 

Using data from the WCOG travel model, the mode shares were extracted for: 

• The City’s seven (7) Urban Villages 

• The rest of the City 

• Both the 2016 base year and 2036 future year were reviewed 

An initial review of the WCOG model indicated very little mode shift difference between the base and future 

years and only a modest mode share difference between the Urban Villages and the rest of Bellingham. 

These results were not expected given extensive research on how mixed-use centers and areas with frequent 

transit service have lower auto mode shares. The WCOG model is based on a 2008 survey, therefore other 

tools were necessary to justify the Urban Village TIF reduction. To supplement the data from the WCOG 

model, Fehr & Peers ran the MXD+ mixed-use trip generation analysis tools on representative development 

sites in Downtown and the Fairhaven Urban Villages. MXD+ is a peer-reviewed mixed-use trip generation 

model that takes localized land use and transit conditions into account to estimate person trips split out by 

auto and non-auto modes. MXD+ was developed using more than 225 projects from across the Country, 

including more than 20 in Western Washington. The model was also validated against more than 60 

independent sites. Earlier versions of MXD+ have been prepared for and adopted for use by the US EPA, 

the San Diego Council of Governments, and the Washington, DC Department of Transportation. MXD+ 

blends methods from ITE, NCHRP and independent regression models to estimate person trip generation. 

The results of the MXD+ analysis are presented in Table 1 below. 

TABLE 1.  URBAN VILLAGE MODE SHARE AND PHYSICAL SPACE REQUIREMENTS 

 
 

 
 

            SOV 

 
 

HOV 

 
 

Bike 

 
 

Walk 

 
 

Transit 

 
 

Total 

Avg. Weighted 
Space Usage / 
Person Trip in 
Square Feet 

Basic Rate 
Discount 

Square Feet Per 
Person Trip 

180 72 22.5 16.2 5.4 -   

Location 

Outside of 
Urban Village 

42% 37% 5% 11% 5% 100% 105.4 0% 

Downtown and 
Fairhaven 

30% 38% 7% 16% 9% 100% 86.3 -18% 

Other Urban 
Villages 

32% 38% 7% 15% 7% 100% 90.0 -15% 
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Based on the data above, the mode share data support Bellingham’s current Urban Village TIF reduction 

schedule since the overall reduction in person trip impact as measured by the physical space calculations 

described above are in the range of reductions allowed in the TIF reductions. However, there is evidence to 

support higher TIF reductions in Downtown and Fairhaven, which are the most mature of the seven Urban 

Villages and have higher levels of transit service and more complete walking and biking networks. Based 

on the findings above, it would be reasonable for the basic Urban Village rate discount to be: 

• Downtown and Fairhaven: 20% 

• Other Urban Villages: 15% 

Table 2 summarizes the city’s current Urban Village trip reductions: 

TABLE 2.  CURRENT URBAN VILLAGE TRIP REDUCTION CREDITS 

Bellingham Urban Village Trip Reduction Credits1 Credit 

Mixed Use Urban Village Location 15% 

WTA Transit Proximity (only one transit proximity reduction below may be used) 

Development fronts on a high-frequency WTA GO Line 10% 

Development within 1/4-mile of WTA GO Line 7% 

Development fronts standard WTA Route (30-60 minute frequency) 5% 

Development within ¼-mile of standard WTA Route (30-60 minute frequency) 2% 

Employer Mandatory Commitment to Commute Trip Reduction2 10% 

Voluntary Annual WTA Transit Pass Provision (Non-CTR), see below: 

2-year transit pass provided for residential units = 1% per pass per unit 1% per pass 

2-year transit pass provided for employees = 1% per pass per employee 1% per pass 

Voluntary Car Share Participation or Provision (Non-CTR) 

Car share vehicle(s) parked on residential or employment site = 2% per vehicle 2% per vehicle 

Car share membership fee provided for residential units = 2% per unit 2% per membership 

Car share membership fee provided for employees = 2% per employee 2% per membership 

Note: 
1 Reductions in this table are additive and may not exceed a total of 50% 

2 CTR program details must be approved by City staff 

The preeminent source on the effectiveness of transportation demand management and commute trip 

reduction measures is: Quantifying Greenhouse Gas Mitigation Measures (California Air Pollution Control 

Officers Association (CAPCOA), August 2010). The appendix gives some context about this report and its 

applicability to Bellingham. Using the report from CAPCOA, we reviewed and validated the current Urban 

Village trip reduction credits in Table 2. Table 3 shows the proposed Urban Village Trip Reduction Credits 

that include a higher base trip reduction credit for Downtown and Fairhaven. 
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TABLE 3.  PROPOSED URBAN VILLAGE TRIP REDUCTION CREDITS 

Bellingham Urban Village Trip Reduction Credits1 Credit 

Mixed Use Urban Village Location: 

Downtown and Fairhaven 20% 

Other Urban Villages 15% 

WTA Transit Proximity (only one transit proximity reduction below may be used) 

Development fronts on a high-frequency WTA GO Line 10% 

Development within 1/4-mile of WTA GO Line 7% 

Development fronts standard WTA Route (30-60 minute frequency) 5% 

Development within ¼-mile of standard WTA Route (30-60 minute frequency) 2% 

Employer Mandatory Commitment to Commute Trip Reduction2 10% 

Voluntary Installation of City-Approved Bicycle Racks (4-bike capacity) 1% 

Voluntary Annual WTA Transit Pass Provision (Non-CTR), see below: 

2-year transit pass provided for residential units = 1% per pass per unit 1% per pass 

2-year transit pass provided for employees = 1% per pass per employee 1% per pass 

Voluntary Car Share Participation or Provision (Non-CTR) 

Car share vehicle(s) parked on residential or employment site = 2% per vehicle 2% per vehicle 

Car share membership fee provided for residential units = 2% per unit 2% per membership 

Car share membership fee provided for employees = 2% per employee 2% per membership 

Note: 
1 Reductions in this table are additive and may not exceed a total of 50% 

2 CTR program details must be approved by City staff 

 

LAND USE ELIGIBILITY 

All land uses proposed within an Urban Village are eligible for the TIF reduction with the exception of auto-

oriented land uses, such as drive-through coffee stands and restaurants, tire stores, and auto repair 

businesses that would likely not have non-auto mode shares. The impact fee schedule is on page 27. 

 

TRANSPORTATION IMPACT FEE (TIF) PROJECT LIST 

Washington State law (RCW 82.02.050) specifies that transportation impact fees (TIFs) are to be spent on 

“transportation system improvements.” Transportation system improvements can include physical or 

operational changes to existing transportation facilities, as well as new transportation connections that are 

built in one location to benefit projected needs at another location. Projects on the multimodal TIF list must 

add new multimodal capacity (new streets, additional lanes, sidewalks, bike lanes, low-stress bike routes, 

signalization, roundabouts, etc.). One important limitation identified in the GMA relates to where TIFs can 

be spent—notably that TIFs can only be spent on “streets and roads.” Most jurisdictions in Washington have 

interpreted ‘streets and roads’ as including all “complete streets” facilities that are typically included in the 

roadway right-of-way and/or documented on roadway standard plans, including travel lanes, bike lanes, 
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planting strips, sidewalks, crosswalks, midblock crossings, traffic signals, roundabouts, overhead signage, 

lighting, etc. Note that trails and pathways that are not within the public transportation right-of-way are 

not allowed to be included in the TIF project list. Typically, these projects include trails and pathways 

through park properties or on access easements through private property.  

During the 2016 update to the City's Transportation Element of the Comprehensive Plan, Bellingham refined 

and prioritized its goals and policies. The City’s goal is to complete a future multimodal transportation 

network that provides safe, well-connected, and sustainable mobility that accommodates all modes of 

travel. This multimodal TIF is specifically designed to meet the goals of the 2016 Comprehensive Plan update 

by funding bicycle, pedestrian, and transit-supportive projects that provide capacity for future growth and 

meet the requirements of the GMA.  

The multimodal TIF project list was based on the Transportation Element, Bicycle Master Plan, and 

Pedestrian Master Plan which identified multimodal transportation projects needed in the next 20 years to 

meet the adopted multimodal policies and ensure that adequate facilities are provided for all travel modes. 

Fehr & Peers worked with the City to develop the TIF project list by removing projects that were not eligible 

for TIF funding. Removed projects did not add multimodal capacity, addressed only maintenance or safety, 

or addressed existing deficiencies. As a result, the TIF project list includes a network of vehicular, biking, 

walking, and transit-supportive projects on the city’s roadway system. In addition to removing non-capacity 

adding projects, the multimodal TIF capital costs exclude the Tier 3 projects from the Bicycle Master Plan 

and Pedestrian Master Plan.2 These costs were excluded (although the projects are included in the project 

list) in recognition that some of the pedestrian and bicycle projects on these lists may be constructed 

outside the 20 year time horizon covered by the TIF and it would be unreasonable to include these costs in 

the TIF program. These capital projects form the basis for the City's TIF project list.  

PROJECT COSTS 

The costs to construct the multimodal improvements in the project list come from the Transportation 

Element, Bicycle Master Plan, and Pedestrian Master Plan. Since these plans were completed at different 

times, the costs were listed in 2012-2016 dollars and were therefore updated to 2018 dollars for the 

purposes of this study. The rate of growth was calculated based on an average rate of growth from 2011 to 

2018 using the WSDOT Construction Cost Price Index.  

                                                      

2 The Bicycle and Pedestrian Master Plans both included a prioritization system that identified three tiers of projects. 

The Tier 3 projects were deemed to be valuable, but less likely to be implemented in the near-term (unless a new 

development project emerged or another project like a utility replacement would be modifying the street).  
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Because of the unpredictability of how projects could be funded (grants, SEPA mitigation contributions, 

state funding, etc.) the full project costs were considered for the basis of calculating the impact fees. For 

any project with dedicated funding from non-city sources, these costs were removed for the purposes of 

calculating the TIF program project costs. This practice is consistent with the City’s current practice in which 

the base TIF rate is recalibrated every year to reflect the actual capital expenditures from the prior five-

years, the current year capital expenditures, and the programmed six-year transportation improvements. 

This annual update fully accounts for the actual local capital expenditures that are included in the TIF 

program and the committed external funding, which helps to keep the TIF rate stable.  

The resulting project list is shown in Appendix A and summarized below along with the 2018 total project 

costs. Figures 3, 4, and 5 show the existing and proposed bicycle, and pedestrian projects, respectively.  

• Multimodal Corridors and Complete Streets - $162 M 

• Bicycle Capacity (Tier 1 & 2) - $4 M 

• Pedestrian Capacity (Tier 1 & 2) - $52 M 
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Figure 3. Existing Bicycle Facilities  
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Figure 4. Proposed Bicycle Facilities  
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Figure 5. Pedestrian Facilities  
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TRAVEL GROWTH  

Determining the growth in travel demand caused by new development is a key requirement for a TIF 

program. In nearly every TIF program across Washington and the country, the total eligible costs of building 

new transportation capacity is divided by the total growth in trips to determine a cost per trip. All 

developments pay the same cost per trip, but larger developments that generate more trips pay a higher 

total fee than smaller developments. In this way, the cost to provide the new transportation infrastructure 

is fairly apportioned to new development. For Bellingham’s program, Fehr & Peers developed a method to 

calculate growth in PM peak hour person trips using data from the WCOG regional travel demand 

forecasting model, trip rates from the Institute of Transportation Engineers, and household survey data from 

the Puget Sound Regional Council and WCOG. In order to calculate PM peak hour person trips, a trip was 

considered as travel between an origin and a destination. Each trip has two trip ends, one each at the origin 

and destination. Trip ends represent the persons coming to and from a given land use. As described in the 

introduction, this updated multimodal TIF is based on “person” trip ends rather than “vehicle” trip ends 

because the project list includes multimodal improvements that add capacity for bicycles and pedestrians, 

in addition to vehicles. In other words, it would be illogical to use vehicle trip ends as the basis for charging 

for a sidewalk project. Since person trips can use any mode, they are the most logical basis (provide the 

greatest nexus) for a multimodal project list. 

The calculation of person trips required several steps summarized below: 

1. Translate the land use data in the WCOG travel model into a format used for impact fees. The City of 

Bellingham provides WCOG all of the land use growth data that goes into the travel model. 

2. Estimating the trip ends associated with the land use growth using a ratio of the person trip rate to 

vehicle trip rates from the Puget Sound Regional Council Household Travel Survey, WCOG Model 

Development Report, and vehicle trip rates from the Institute of Transportation Engineers. 

3. Total PM peak hour person trips within the City were ultimately calculated by multiplying the PM peak 

person trip rate by the total growth in dwelling units and non-residential square footage, depending 

on the land use, consistent with the City land supply analysis, and the land use and transportation 

elements of the Bellingham Comprehensive Plan. 

The following three sections go into detail on each of the steps above. 
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TRANSLATING WCOG MODEL LAND USES FOR IMPACT FEES  

• First, total household growth from the WCOG model was converted into single family and multi-

family units based on Bellingham housing statistics provided by the City; single family households 

generate more trips than multi-family households, on average, since the average household size 

for single-family homes is larger. 

 

• Next, employees were converted by different land use sectors into square footage using standard 

estimates of square feet per employee, listed below (these rates are based on Fehr & Peers 

experience developing and applying dozens of travel demand forecasting models across the 

state): 

o 500 square feet per retail employee 

o 250 square feet per office/government service employee 

o 1,000 square feet per manufacturing/warehouse employee 

o 350 square feet per all other employees 

 

• To demonstrate an example of how the employee to square footage calculation is performed, 

consider that the 2016 WCOG model estimated 22,198 office employees and the 2036 WCOG 

model forecasted 30,401 office employees. Using the abovementioned 250 square feet per office 

employee, the 2016 and 2036 office employees were converted into square feet of office space. 

Below are the resulting calculations for each land use from the WCOG model: 

 

TABLE 4.  ESTIMATING GROWTH IN DWELLING UNITS AND SQUARE FOOTAGE 

 

ESTIMATING PERSON TRIP ENDS  

Person trip ends for each land use’s growth were estimated using a ratio of the person trip rate to vehicle 

trip rates. The person trip rate was developed from the Puget Sound Regional Council (PSRC) Household 

Travel Survey and WCOG Model Development Report, and vehicle trip rates from the Institute of 

Transportation Engineers. How each data source was used is outlined below. 

2036 WCOG Model 
Totals 

Conversion 
to SF 

Totals in 
DU/SF 

2016 WCOG Model 
Totals 

Conversion 
to SF 

Totals in  
DU/SF 

 

 

 

 

 

2036 

Total 

minus 

2016 

Total  

=Total 
New 

Growth In 
DU/SF 

Households 49,451 N/A 49,451 Households 34,751 N/A 34,751 =14,700 

Education 6,873 x 350 2,405,565 Education 4,756 x 350 1,664,609 =740,956 

Office 30,401 x 250 7,600,184 Office 22,198 x 250 5,549,472 =2,050,712 

Light 

Industrial 

13,644 x 1,000 13,644,340 Industry 9,462 x 1,000 9,462,264 =4,182,076 

Retail 15,348 x 500 7,673,788 Retail 12,758 x 500 6,378,840 =1,294,948 

DU = dwelling unit 

SF = square feet 
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• PM peak hour vehicle trip rates were taken from the ITE Trip Generation Manual, 9th and 10th 

Editions (Institute of Transportation Engineers). The 10th Edition contains person trip rates for 

some land uses (four of the six uses in the table above), but these data are not universal and the 

sample sizes are small. Because of the small sample size and lack of data for some land uses, 

along with some inconsistencies in the ratios between the person trips and vehicle trips for 

several land uses, the 10th Edition person trip rates were not used for this study. The current 

Bellingham TIF uses a blended mix of 9th and 10th Edition rates, which are also used for this 

update. When the 11th Edition of the Trip Generation Manual is released, Bellingham should 

closely review the person trip generation rates and see if they should be used for the basis for a 

future multimodal TIF update. At this time, it is more defensible to use ITE vehicle trip generation 

rates and then factor the vehicle rates by a well-documented ratio of person trips to vehicle trips.  

PM peak hour vehicle trip rates were taken with a blend of the 9th and 10th Editions for the six 

major use categories in the travel model: 

o Single family dwelling unit 

o Multi-family dwelling unit 

o Retail 

o Office (finance, insurance, real estate, other services) 

o Educational employment/school enrollment 

o Manufacturing/warehousing 

• To convert from ITE vehicle trip rates to person trip rates, Fehr & Peers started with a set of 

vehicle-person trip conversion factors from the Multimodal TIF programs developed for the cities 

of Redmond, Kirkland, and Kenmore. The conversion factors were derived by comparing the 

vehicle and person trip rates from the 2014 Puget Sound Regional Household Travel Survey for 

different trip types (e.g., commute trips have fewer person trips per vehicle compared to school 

trips because most commute trips are single-occupant vehicle trips, and most school trips are 

carpools and walk trips). With the ratio of person trips to vehicle trips identified, the ITE vehicle 

trip rates were factored. The person-to-vehicle trip rates from the PSRC household travel survey 

were also compared to the person-to-vehicle trip rates from the latest calibrated version of the 

WCOG travel demand forecasting model and were found to be similar. The WCOG travel model 

trip rates were not directly used because these rates are based on a 2008 household travel survey 

and do not include as many trip types (e.g., work, school, etc.) as the PSRC survey data. The table 

below summarizes vehicle-to-person trip ratio for each generalized land use category. These land 

use categories were further used to develop the full impact fee rate table shown on page 27. 
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TABLE 5.  VEHICLE TRIP TO PERSON TRIP RATIO 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• Next, the ITE vehicle trip generation rates were combined with the PSRC vehicle-to-person trip 

ratios to develop generalized person trip generation rates for the main land use categories in the 

WCOG model. Table 6 below shows the math: 

 

TABLE 6.  PERSON TRIP GENERATION RATES 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Generalized Land Use 
Category 

Vehicle-to-
Person Trip 

Ratio  

Residential/Hotel 1.45 

Office/Government/ 

Higher Education 

1.22 

Primary Education 1.26 

Industrial/Warehousing 1.08 

Retail/Recreation/ 

Restaurant 

1.25 

Generalized Land Use 
Category 

ITE Vehicle 
Trip 

Generation 
Rate* 

 

 

 

X 

Vehicle-to-
Person Trip 

Ratio  

 

 

 

= 

Person Trip 
Generation 

Rate 

Residential/Hotel 0.83 1.45 1.2 

Office/Government/ 

Higher Education 

1.43 1.22 1.75 

Primary Education 1.13 1.26 1.43 

Industrial/Warehousing 0.63 1.08 0.68 

Retail/Recreation/ 

Restaurant 

3.61 1.25 4.52 

* ITE rates are blended from individual ITE categories to represent a Citywide average. These 

blended rates are not used in the rate schedule, but are used to estimate the total person trip 

growth between 2016 and 2036. These ratios are based on City of Bellingham data for the 

proportion of single-family to multi-family homes a review of the vehicle trip rates/ratios for other 

uses from the WCOG model and other TIF programs in Western Washington. 
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CALCULATING TOTAL PM PEAK HOUR PERSON TRIPS  

Total PM Peak Hour Person trips within the City were ultimately calculated by multiplying the PM peak 

person trip rate by the total growth in dwelling units or non-residential square footage, depending on the 

land use. Table 7 summarizes the calculation. 

TABLE 7.  BELLINGHAM CITYWIDE GROWTH IN PERSON TRIPS 2016-2036 

This total PM peak hour person trip growth will be used in the calculation of transportation impact fees 

rate. 

COST ALLOCATION 

To meet GMA requirements, the TIF methodology must separate the share of project costs that address 

existing deficiencies from the share of project costs that add multimodal capacity and serve new growth.  

The resulting growth-related improvement costs are then further separated to identify the share of growth 

related to land development in Bellingham versus growth from outside of the City. New development in 

Bellingham cannot be charged a fee to pay for the capacity needs generated by development outside of 

the City.  

TRANSPORTATION DEFICIENCIES  

Impact fees cannot be used to pay the costs of addressing safety, maintenance, or existing level of service 

deficiencies.  Based on Bellingham’s LOS policy and detailed transportation concurrency program, all 

projects that would expand the capacity of intersections not meeting the City’s current LOS standard were 

removed from the project list. Therefore, none of the intersection or roadway corridor projects on the impact 

fee project list required any adjustments to account for existing LOS deficiencies. Based on an initial review 

of the project list, several projects that predominantly addressed current safety issues were removed from 

the final TIF project list.  

Total New Growth in Square 
Feet or Dwelling Units 

Person Trip 
Generation Rate  

Conversion 
to SF 

=Trip Rate 
(in DU/SF) 

Total 

New 

Growth 

in Square 

Feet x 

Trip Rate 

(in SF) 

Growth in 
Trips 

Households 14,700 1.2 N/A 1.2 =17,596 

Education 740,956 1.43 x 1,000 .00143 =1,058 

Office 2,050,712 1.75 x 1,000 .00175 =3,596 

Industrial 4,182,076 0.68 x 1,000 .00068 =2,844 

Retail 1,294,948 4.52 x 1,000 .00452 =5,850 

Total Growth in Trips 30,944 
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For non-motorized projects, Fehr & Peers worked with the City’s GIS data and identified that as of 2017, a 

substantial portion of the networks identified in the City’s Bicycle and Pedestrian Master Plans is incomplete, 

with 38% of the Bicycle Master Plan completed as of 2018 and 36% of the Pedestrian Master Plan network 

complete. While conservative (e.g., resulting in a lower TIF rate), the level of system completeness for the 

bicycle and pedestrian network will be used to identify the existing deficiency for the non-motorized 

transportation networks.  

The method proposed to account for pedestrian and bicycle deficiencies is very similar to what is commonly 

used for park impact fees. In essence, the non-motorized fee is set at a level such that new development 

pays to “keep pace” with the system that has been implemented to date. Since about a third of the total 

Bicycle Master Plan and Pedestrian Master Plan networks have been built to date, new development must 

pay for a third of the new projects and the City will have to pay to cover the costs of the balance of the 

system. As the City catches up with the backlog of bicycle and pedestrian projects, the deficiency share will 

decrease, and new development’s share of implementing the remaining system will increase. In this way, 

once the Master Plan networks are complete, any new expansion to accommodate new growth will be 

entirely eligible for TIF funding. 

PERCENT OF GROWTH WITHIN BELLINGHAM 

With deficiencies accounted for, all the remaining project costs are related to supporting new growth in 

trips. However, not all the growth comes from Bellingham development – there is a portion of growth that 

comes from surrounding jurisdictions. Bellingham does not have the authority to charge growth in 

neighboring jurisdictions for their share of building new transportation infrastructure. To account for this 

legal limitation, adjustments were made for trips that pass through Bellingham or only have one end of the 

trip starting or ending in Bellingham. Note that this legal limitation presents a practical limit on continual 

expansion of the vehicle system to address vehicle congestion. Since a substantial share of traffic on some 

Bellingham roads is generated by growth outside of the City, existing taxpayers would have to pay the cost 

to accommodate growth outside of the Bellingham, which is not a priority use of City taxpayer funding, nor 

is it consistent with Bellingham’s long-standing philosophy that it is not possible for a City to build its way 

out of vehicle traffic congestion.   

To calculate the share of trip growth associated with Bellingham and non-Bellingham development the 

WCOG travel model was used. The travel model is the best tool for this analysis because of the complex 

nature of how people travel and what facilities they use. For example, travelers on I-5 are more likely to 

begin or end the trip outside of the City of Bellingham than those travelling on city streets, for example 

through the intersection of James St and E Bakerview Rd. Therefore, Fehr & Peers analyzed traffic forecasts 
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generated by the WCOG travel model in five different areas of the City where TIF projects are located to 

find the portion of trips relating to outside growth in each area. Depending on the location, approximately 

12%-22% of all vehicle trips in Bellingham are related to outside growth (this includes half of all trips that 

begin or end outside of Bellingham). The WCOG model does not have a similar tool to estimate the share 

of non-motorized trip growth associated with development outside of Bellingham. However, given the size 

of Bellingham and the relatively short average trip lengths for pedestrian and bicycle trips, 83% of bicycle3 

and 95% of pedestrian trip growth that use the TIF projects are assumed to be related to growth in 

Bellingham. 

Appendix A shows the resulting percentages of growth within Bellingham for each project.   

COMMITTED EXTERNAL FUNDING 

Some near-term projects that are on the City’s Transportation Improvement Program include committed 

funding from non-city sources. In total, the projects on the TIF list include more than $38 million in 

committed external funding. Specific examples from the current TIP include the following: 

• $2.65 million in federal funds and $2.75 million in state grant funding for the Mahogany Avenue 

Multimodal Corridor 

• $8.2 million in federal funding $1.1 million EDI for the Granary/Bloedel Avenue extension  

• $1.5 million in state grant funds $300,000 SEPA mitigation for the Cordata Parkway/Stuart Road 

Roundabout 

• $10 million in WSDOT funding and $1.25 million in federal funding for the Orchard-Birchwood 

Avenue extension 

• $385,000 in federal grant funding for the James Street/Bakerview Road intersection 

• $250,000 million TIB sidewalk grant for Otis-Maple-Samish Ped Flashing Crosswalk 

• $778,000 federal Safe Route to School grant for Cordata Safe Route to School 

• $1.8 million federal STBG grant and $1.312 million SEPA mitigation for West Horton Road, Phase 1 

• $1 million federal STBG grant and $1 million SEPA mitigation for West Horton Road, Phase 2 

• $150,000 SEPA mitigation for State/Laurel traffic signal 

• $1.65 million federal STBG grant and $407,500 in a combination of local funds (SEPA mitigation, 

WTA contribution) for Telegraph Road Multimodal Improvements  

• Private development construction of James Street from Kellogg Road to Van Wyck Road. 

• When known, these committed external funds are considered and subtracted from the total 
cost of the TIF project list. Additional external funding provides several major benefits to the 
City and developers: 

                                                      

3 This proportion is the average share of the vehicle traffic that travels through the roadway TIF projects. Since bicycle 

trips are shorter, on average, than vehicle trips and since there are a greater concentration of bicycle trips toward the 

center of Bellingham, this growth share for bicycle trips is considered to be conservative. Realistically, the share of 

bicycle trips on the bikeway projects is likely higher than 83%, but without a detailed bicycle origin-destination survey, 

there is inadequate evidence to substantiate a higher number. 
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• Additional external funding allows local funding to be leveraged – if a project receives external 

funding local funds, including TIF funding can be directed to other priority projects that do not 

receive external funding 

• External funding allows capacity improving projects to be constructed faster, which 

accommodates additional development and improves mobility for all 

• Over the long-run, external funding can help to keep TIF rates lower by reducing the total project 

list cost that is needed to be paid for by impact fees - recall that because of existing deficiencies 

and growth that occurs outside of Bellingham, TIF funding can never cover the cost of the entire 

project list and the balance of the project costs must be covered by other local or non-local 

funding 

In general, Bellingham has been very successful in securing external funding, to the benefit of reducing the 

impact fee obligations for developers. The City will continue to aggressively pursue external funding, but a 

robust TIF program helps with grant matching and demonstrating local commitment to grant-funded 

projects.   

COST ALLOCATION RESULTS 

Figure 6 summarizes how the total project costs are distilled down to the eligible costs that can be included 

in the multimodal TIF. As shown on the figure:  

1. The total cost of the multimodal transportation projects on the TIF-eligible project list is $219 
million.  

2. Existing deficiencies for Tier 1 & 2 bicycle and pedestrian projects amounting to $36 million are 
not TIF-eligible.  

3. The subtotal net TIF-eligible project list amounts to $183 million, which is then split into:  
4. ‘Inside City growth’ amounting to $154 million and  
5. ‘Outside City growth’ amounting to $28 million, which is not TIF-eligible.  
6. Non-TIF-eligible funding (grants and non-City funds) in the amount of $38 million are removed. 
7. Non-TIF-eligible funds amounting to $64 million will be needed to cover existing deficiencies and 

growth outside of the city. When considering items 6 and 7, Bellingham will need to cover at 
least 47% of the total project costs with external funding to be able to build all the projects on 
the list; any additional external funding will reduce item 8 (see below) and therefore to cost 

passed on to developers4. 
8. The net total of TIF-eligible project costs amounts to $116 million. 

  
The details of this calculation as they are applied to each individual project is shown in Appendix 
A. A description of each item in Figure 6 is presented below. 

                                                      

4 During the most recent Transportation Improvement Plan cycle, Bellingham was able to capture nearly 68% of TIF-

eligible project costs with external funding.  
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Figure 6.  Impact Fee Cost Allocation 

 

 

1. Eligible Project List: Complete streets, vehicle capacity, sidewalks, bicycle facilities, and arterial 

crossing projects identified by the Consultant and City Staff team as projects that add system 

capacity which accommodates new growth. This box represents the total estimated capital cost of 

these eligible projects, which are broken into two groups: 

2. Existing Deficiencies: This is the share of project costs that address existing deficiencies in the 

transportation system. New growth cannot be charged to fix existing deficiencies. In this case, 

none of the projects on the list address poor vehicle level-of-service (those projects were not 

included in the list); the existing deficiencies relate to how built-out the Pedestrian Master Plan 

and Bicycle Master Plan networks are. New development is only required to fund the proportion 
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of pedestrian and bicycle projects equal to what the City has built to date, which ensures that 

developers pay at an equivalent rate as existing taxpayers.  

3. Future Growth: The share of the project costs that are not addressing existing deficiencies and 

can therefore be charged to new growth. This share of project costs is further divided into two 

groups: 

4. Outside City Growth: This box represents the share of project costs that benefit development 

that occurs outside of the City of Bellingham. This includes trips passing through the City (which 

are not included in the TIF at all) and trips that have one end inside of the City and one end 

outside of the City (these trips are included at 50% of the TIF rate). The City does not have legal 

authority to charge impact fees to developers outside of the City limit. Note also that Bellingham 

developers are not assessed impact fees for capacity projects in other cities or the County. 

Outside city growth must be funded through other sources and are not included in the TIF. 

5. Inside City Growth: This box represents the share of project costs that benefit development that 

occurs within the City and can be included in the TIF program. 

6. Committed External Funding: As noted earlier in this document, Bellingham aggressively 

pursues external funding to implement multimodal projects more quickly (leveraging funds like 

TIF) and in a way that can reduce TIF costs overall. Examples include grants, SEPA mitigation 

payments, and partner funds. The $38 million in this box represents the committed external 

funding in the current budget and next six-year Transportation Improvement Plan. This number 

will be reassessed annually and the TIF rate will be adjusted accordingly. 

7. Other Funds Needed: This box summarizes the additional external funding that Bellingham 

would need to raise over the 20-year span of the TIF program to implement the projects on the 

list. This box is the sum of the Existing Deficiency and Outside City Growth boxes. When 

combining boxes 6 and 7, Bellingham will need to cover at least 47% of the total project costs 

(shown in box 1) with external funding. Any additional external funding will reduce the costs that 

are included in the TIF. These external funding inputs are considered each year when the City 

calculates the new TIF rate. For example, in 2018 external funding accounted for nearly 68% of the 

total project costs, which has the effect of reducing the TIF cost for developers. 

8. Eligible Impact Fee Costs: This box is the final culmination of the impact fee calculations and 

represents the share of total project costs that can be included in the TIF program. In summary, it 

is calculated according to the following formula: 

 

TABLE 8.  CALCULATION OF THE FEE PER TRIP 

Eligible Project List Costs (1) $218,956,000  

New PM Peak Hour 

Person Trip Ends 

 

Cost per PM Peak 

Hour Person Trip 

End 

Existing Deficiency (2) - $36,100,000 

Growth Attributable to 

Bellingham (4 and 5) 

x 78%-95% 

(range based on project type 

and location) 

Committed External Funding (6) - $38,100,000 

Impact Fee Costs (8) $ 116,438,260 \ 30,944 = $3,763 

It is important to note that the $3,763 cost per PM Peak Hour Person Trip represents the maximum TIF 

amount that can be charged based on legal and technical requirements. In other words, this impact fee 

represents the upper end of the TIF. When taking all the above calculations into consideration, the 

multimodal TIF program could contribute up to 53 percent of the total $219 million cost of the improvement 
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projects. City matching funds, new grants, developer contributions, and other sources would provide the 

remaining 47 percent of the total project costs. However, the TIF rate can be set at a lower rate for many 

reasons: 

• Larger Share of External Funding: As noted earlier, if Bellingham is more successful at securing 

external funding, the TIF is reduced. 

• Implementation of Fewer Projects: The project list is based on the Comprehensive Plan’s vision 

for the transportation system over the next 20 years. Depending on growth pressures, changing 

travel preferences, funding availability, and many other reasons, the City may choose to 

implement fewer system expansion projects, which would lower the TIF rate. 

• Balancing the Cost to Developers: While Bellingham seeks to have “growth pay for growth,” 

there are economic realities that must be considered when setting the TIF rate including what 

costs can reasonably be borne by developers. With this in mind, many cities elect to adopt a lower 

rate than the legal maximum to ensure TIF rates are in-line with neighboring jurisdictions while 

continuing to have developers pay a reasonable share of expanding the transportation system.  

 

IMPACT FEE SCHEDULE 

The impact fee schedule was developed by adjusting the "cost per trip end" information to reflect 

differences in trip-making characteristics for a variety of land use types within the City of Bellingham. The 

fee schedule is a table where fees are represented as dollars per unit for each land use category which 

makes it easier for developers to calculate their impact fee rates. Table 9 shows the various components of 

the fee schedule (vehicle trip generation rates, person trip rates, and new trip percentages). The proposed 

impact fee schedule is structured to be similar to the current schedule to make the transition to the new 

multimodal TIF relatively straightforward.  

TRIP GENERATION 

As described on page 16, trip generation rates for each land use type were derived by combining ITE vehicle 

trip generation rates with vehicle-to-person trip ratios derived from Western Washington household travel 

surveys and travel models.   
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PASS-BY AND DIVERTED TRIP ADJUSTMENT 

The ITE trip generation rates represent total persons entering and leaving a development. For certain land 

uses (e.g., retail, convenience stores, etc.), a substantial amount of the motorized travel is already passing 

by the property and merely turns into and out of the driveway. These pass-by (also known as diverted) trips 

do not significantly impact the surrounding street system and therefore are subtracted out prior to 

calculating the impact fee. The resulting trips are considered “new” trips and are therefore subject to the 

impact fee calculation. The pass-by and diverted trip percentages are based on Bellingham’s existing TIF 

program but are generally consistent with the rates in the ITE Trip Generation Handbook (3rd Edition).5  

SCHEDULE OF RATES 

The proposed impact fee rates are shown in Table 9. In the fee schedule, fees are shown as dollars per unit 

of development for various land use categories. The impact fee program is flexible in that if a use does not 

fit into one of the 173 ITE land use categories, an impact fee can be calculated based on the development’s 

projected PM peak hour person trip generation and multiplied by the cost per trip as shown on page 24. In 

addition to land uses that are not listed in the impact fee schedule, detailed trip generation studies are also 

generally used for mixed-use developments where some of the person trips would be expected to stay on-

site. ITE, the Transportation Research Board (TRB), and the United States Environmental Protection Agency 

(US EPA) all have recommended methods to calculate the number of internal project trips associated with 

mixed use development. Methods like the ITE calculate vehicle trips and the same ratio of vehicle-to-person 

trips that can be calculated from the impact fee rate schedule. 

 

 

                                                      

5 ‘New’ trip percentages are based on vehicle trips surveyed at land use sites.   No comparable non-motorized data are 

available.  
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TABLE 9.  IMPACT FEE SCHEDULE 

Net New Person Trips per

Unit of Measure 4

210 Single family house 0.99 1.44 0% 1.44

220 1-2 Story Multi/Townhome/ADU 0.56 0.81 0% 0.81

221 3-10 Story Multi/Townhome/Condo 0.44 0.64 0% 0.64

222 3+ Story Multi/Townhome/Condo 0.38 0.55 0% 0.55

231 1st Floor Commercial; Mid-Rise Apts 0.36 0.52 0% 0.52

232 1st Floor Commercial; Mid-Rise Apts 0.31 0.45 0% 0.45

310 Hotel 0.7 1.02 0% 1.02

320 Motel 0.58 0.84 0% 0.84

520 Public Elementary School 1.37 1.26 1.67 0% 1.67

540 Community/Technical College 1.86 2.27 0% 2.27

550 University/College (WWU) 1.17 1.43 0% 1.43

534 Private School K-8 0.26 0.32 0% 0.32 per Student

536 Private School K-12 0.17 0.21 0% 0.21 per Student

565 Day Care Center 0.79 0.96 90% 0.10 per Student

560 Church 0.49 0.60 0% 0.60

110 Light Industrial 0.63 0.68 0% 0.68

140 Manufacturing 0.67 0.72 0% 0.72

150 Warehouse 0.19 0.21 0% 0.21

151 Mini-warehouse 0.17 0.18 0% 0.18

710 General Office 1.15 1.40 0% 1.40

715 1 Tenant Office 1.71 2.09 0% 2.09

720 Medical/Dental Office 3.46 4.22 0% 4.22

492 Health/Fitness Club 3.45 4.31 0% 4.31 per 1,000 sq ft

495 Recreational Community 2.31 2.89 0% 2.89 per 1,000 sq ft

941 Automobile Sales 2.43 3.04 0% 3.04 per 1,000 sq ft

942 Automobile Parts Sales 2.26 2.83 43% 1.61 per 1,000 sq ft

843 Auto Care Center 3.11 3.89 0% 3.89 per 1,000 sq ft

944 Gas station 14.03 17.54 42% 10.17 per pump

945 Gas Station w/Convenience Market 22.36 27.95 56% 12.30 per pump

816 Hardware/Paint Store 2.68 3.35 26% 2.48

820 Retail  Shopping Store 3.81 4.76 34% 3.14

850 Supermarket 9.24 11.55 36% 7.39

851 Convenience market-24 hr 49.11 61.39 51% 30.08

854 Discount Supermarket 8.38 10.48 21% 8.28

857 Discount Club 4.18 5.23 0% 5.23

876 Apparel Store 4.12 5.15 0% 5.15

880 Pharmacy/Drug Store 8.51 10.64 53% 5.00

881 Pharmacy/Drug Store w/Drive-Up 10.29 12.86 49% 6.56

890 Furniture Store 0.52 0.65 53% 0.31

912 Bank with Drive-Up Teller 27.15 33.94 35% 22.06

918 Hair/Nail Salon 1.45 1.81 0% 1.81

925 Drinking Place 11.36 14.20 75% 3.55 per 1,000 sq ft

930 Fast Casual Restaurant 14.13 17.66 0% 17.66 per 1,000 sq ft

931 Quality Restaurant 7.8 9.75 44% 5.46 per 1,000 sq ft

932 High Turnover Restaurant 9.77 12.21 43% 6.96 per 1,000 sq ft

934 Fast food, w/Drive-Up 32.67 40.84 50% 20.42 per 1,000 sq ft

938 Drive-Up Coffee Stand 43.38 54.23 90% 5.42 per 1,000 sq ft

2 The ratio of vehicle trips to person trips as extracted from the 2014 PSRC Household Travel Survey and validated against similar data in the 2004 WCOG Travel Model Development Report

Bellingham Multimodal TIF Program

Land Use Group ITE Code ITE Land Use Category

PM Peak 

Vehicle 

Trip Rate 1

Vehicle-to-

Person 

Trip 

Ratio 2

PM Peak 

Person 

Trip Rate

Passby, 

Diverted 

Link % 3

Impact Fee Per Unit 5  @

Mix Use Comm/Res 1.45
$1,964 per dwelling unit

$3,763 per Person Trip

Residential 1.45

$5,402 per dwelling unit

$3,055 per dwelling unit

$1,691 per dwelling unit

Hotel 1.45
$3,819 per room

$2,401 per dwelling unit

$2,073 per dwelling unit

$3,165 per room

Public Education

$6,289 per 1,000 sq ft

1.22
$8,539 per 1,000 sq ft

$5,371 per 1,000 sq ft

Private Education 1.26

$1,194

$780

$363

$2,249 per 1,000 sq ft

Industrial 1.08

$2,560 per 1,000 sq ft

$2,723 per 1,000 sq ft

$772 per 1,000 sq ft

$691 per 1,000 sq ft

Offices 1.22

$5,279 per 1,000 sq ft

$7,850

Auto Retail/Services 1.25

$11,430

$6,059

$14,628

$38,276

per 1,000 sq ft

$15,884 per 1,000 sq ft

Recreation 1.25
$16,228

$10,865

$27,816 per 1,000 sq ft

$113,188 per 1,000 sq ft

$46,276

$9,328 per 1,000 sq ft

$11,828 per 1,000 sq ft

$18,813 per 1,000 sq ft

$24,684 per 1,000 sq ft

$1,150 per 1,000 sq ft

$31,139 per 1,000 sq ft

$19,661 per 1,000 sq ft

$19,379 per 1,000 sq ft

$83,008 per Window

$6,820 per 1,000 sq ft

Restaurant/Drinking 1.25

$13,358

$66,463

$20,546

Retail/Service 1.25

3 Excludes pass-by trips: see "Trip Generation Handbook: An ITE Proposed Recommended Practice" (2014).  For Restaurant: sit-down uses, percentage of new trips based on peer studies with higher 

pass-by trip levels to be more consistent with trends expected in Bellingham.
4 PM Peak Person Trip Rate multiplied by the Passby, Diverted Link percentage
5 dwelling = dwelling unit, sq ft = square feet, pump = vehicle servicing position/gas pump, room = available hotel/motel room, window = number of drive through teller windows/ATM drive through 

positions

$26,194

$76,834

$20,404

1 ITE Trip Generation (9th and 10th Editions): 4-6 PM Peak Hour Vehicle Trip Generation Rates for the Adjacent Street Traffic (weekday 4-6PM); This worksheet represents only the most common uses 

in Bellingham and is NOT all-inclusive
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NEXT STEPS 

As highlighted in Table 9, the multimodal TIF for a single-family home would be $5,402, which is about 2.5 

times higher than the 2018 adopted TIF of $1,997. While the new multimodal TIF rate is technically justified, 

it may be politically impractical to increase the fee level to the full amount shown. It is again important to 

point out that the multimodal TIF rate presented in this study is the maximum allowable rate that can be 

charged to developers. To determine why the rate increased by nearly three-times, Fehr & Peers applied 

the exact same methodology as was used to calculate the 2018 TIF base rate and then added the elements 

of the new multimodal TIF. The main differences are highlighted below: 

• The 2018 TIF update (which was based on a 2006 study) had a lower “growth share” that was 

applied to TIF projects. In reviewing the 2006 study, the growth share was calculated by 

estimating the total capacity of the TIF projects used by new growth. This methodology is no 

longer used for TIF updates because it is overly conservative and does not consider that new 

development also uses capacity on the existing transportation network. This change accounts 

for about one-third of the total increase in the TIF rate. 

• The new multimodal TIF includes a more expansive project list than is considered under the 

current TIF. These include stand-alone bicycle and pedestrian projects, which are not part of the 

current TIF program. Accommodating these pedestrian and bicycle projects accounts for about 

nine percent of the total increase in the TIF rate.  

• As noted earlier, Bellingham has been very successful at securing outside funding to ensure the 

implementation of new capacity projects. The current six-year TIP cycle includes $38 million in 

external funding (mostly state and federal grants and funding obligations). Assuming a 20-year 

capital program of $219 million; the current external funding commitment would cover about half 

of the total project costs if the City were able to continue to be as successful as they are today. 

For the purposes of establishing a maximum rate (since future external funding is by no means 

guaranteed), this multimodal TIF update did not assume any new external funding. However, if 

the City were able to continue to secure external funding at the current rate, the TIF rate would be 

lower. By not assuming the continuation of additional external funding, this accounts for about 

57 percent of the increase in the TIF rate.  

The findings above present several opportunities for the City to phase in the new multimodal TIF rate. Our 

recommendations are below. 

1) Continue with the practice of calculating the TIF base rate using the 12-year rolling average of 

actual and programmed City capital expenditures on capacity expanding projects. This will help to 

ensure that committed external funding is accounted for in the TIF rate, which will have a large 

influence on reducing the multimodal TIF rate from what was calculated in this report. 

2) Consider calculating the multimodal TIF rate using the 12-year rolling average and also including 

new stand-alone bicycle and pedestrian projects but slowly phase in the fully allowable TIF rate 

over several years. This will help to increase the total funding available to implement multimodal 

projects (by expanding the project list), but will limit the impact of the changed growth share 
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methodology from the prior TIF study. This approach has been used by several cities (Bellevue is a 

recent notable example) when updating their TIF programs. 

By implementing the two recommendations above, Bellingham would be giving appropriate credit to 

developers for the City’s work in securing external funding, increasing the total funding for multimodal 

transportation improvements needed to serve new growth, while limiting the rate of TIF increases from 

year-to-year as the new methodology and larger project list are absorbed into the program.  

If the City continues to be successful at securing outside funding, the TIF for a single-family home would 

stabilize at $3,735 (this assumes the full multimodal project list and the higher growth share). While higher 

than the current fee, this would put Bellingham at about the statewide average (although higher than other 

communities in Whatcom County). While increasing the cost for developers, this fee would help to ensure 

that Bellingham continue to implement a strong multimodal transportation network, which is what helps to 

set it apart from other communities in Whatcom County and Western Washington. 
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APPENDIX A – PROJECT LIST AND COST ALLOCATION RESULTS 

The table on the following pages describe all the projects with costs included in the multimodal TIF and 

how the impact fee project costs (shown in Table 10) were divided into growth-related costs attributable 

to the City.  The first adjustment is for existing deficiencies (zero for vehicle capacity projects and between 

36-28 percent for bicycle and pedestrian projects), as described in the report text.  The next adjustment is 

to calculate the ‘Percent of Growth within Bellingham’, which contains the results of the analysis to separate 

Bellingham and non-Bellingham growth.  For motorized projects, the City’s travel demand model was used 

to identify the portion of trips associated with Bellingham and non-Bellingham traffic. A technique called 

“select-link analysis” was used to isolate the vehicle trips in five different areas based on project location. 

The growth percentages for pedestrian and bicycle improvement projects are also applied, as described in 

the report text.  The final column of the table shows the growth cost for each project that can be allocated 

to impact fees.  
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TABLE 10.  DETAILED PROJECT LIST 

 

Projects Project Description Total Cost Deficiency 
% 
Bellingham 
Growth 

$ Eligible for 
TIF* 

2016-2021 Transportation Element and 2019-2024 Transportation Improvement Program Projects 
  

        

Mahogany Ave New Urban Arterial - Sidewalks, bike lanes, 2 travel lanes, left-

turn lanes.   
$8,500,000 0% 87% $3,100,000 

Granary-Bloedel Ave New Urban Arterial - Sidewalks, bike lanes, 2 travel lanes, left-

turn lanes.   

$10,300,000 0% 82% $1,000,000 

Cordata/Stuart      Convert Stop Control to Roundabout  $2,100,000 0% 87% $300,000 

Samish/Otis/Maple Construct ADA sidewalks, ramps, pedestrian-activated flashing 

crosswalk 

$663,000 0% 78% $413,000 

West Horton Road, Phase 1 New Urban Arterial - Sidewalks, bike lanes, 2 travel lanes, left-

turn lanes.   

$5,612,000 0% 78% $2,500,000 

Cordata-Horton-Stuart Road Diet removing 1 vehicle travel lane on Cordata Pkwy from 

Kellogg to Kline to install buffer protected bike lanes; 

Rechannelization of West Horton and Stuart to 3-lane section 

with bike lanes  

$400,000 0% 87% $347,556 

Aldrich Road (Cordata Safe Route to 

School) 

Complete gaps in bike lane and sidewalk - East side $2,000,000 0% 87% $1,221,073 

Orchard-Birchwood Extension  New Urban Arterial - Sidewalk north side, bike lanes, 2 travel 

lanes, signal at James/E. Orchard 
$12,114,000 0% 87% $864,000 

State/Maple; State/Laurel; 

Holly/High Street Traffic Signals 
New traffic signals at major downtown intersections $750,000 0% 82% $600,000 

Northwest/Bakerview Intersection sidewalks, ADA ramps, bike lane extensions, and 

access management W. Bakerview 
$575,000 0% 87% $499,612 
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Samish-Maple-Ellis Multimodal 

Improvements 

Remove 1 vehicle lane in each direction, install buffer-

protected bike lanes, pedestrian-activated flashing crosswalk at 

Bill McDonald Pkwy/34th Street 

$1,400,000 0% 82% $1,143,959 

Lincoln-Byron Multimodal 

Improvements 

Construct 2 HAWK signals on Lincoln Street; full traffic signal at 

Consolidation; sidewalks & bike lane enhancements on Lincoln 

Street and Byron Avenue.  

$2,400,000 0% 78% $1,732,277 

Telegraph Road 3-lane secton with bike lanes and sidewalks $5,800,000 0% 78% $3,742,500 

James/Bakerview  Convert Signal to Roundabout  $3,805,000 0% 78% $2,589,972 

2022-2027 Transportation Element Projects          

Bakerview/Northwest  Phase 2 Intersection improvements for vehicle collision 

reduction could include access management and, if possible, 

conversion of signal to roundabout 

$5,000,000 0% 87% $4,344,454 

Connelly/I-5 SB on/off Construct a 4-way traffic signal $469,261 0% 82% $386,791 

Northwest/Maplewood Construct a 4-way traffic signal $469,261 0% 82% $386,791 

Meridian/Birchwood and 

Meridian/Squalicum 
Reconstruct Traffic Signals to Roundabouts  $11,731,527 0% 87% $10,193,415 

James Street, Phase 1 Widen to Urban Arterial - Sidewalks, bike lane, 2 travel lanes, 

left-turn lanes,  
$7,000,000 0% 78% $5,473,010 

West Horton Rd, Phase 2 
 

$12,260,000 0% 82% $10,000,000 

2027-2037 Transportation Element Projects        

James Street, Phase 2 Widen to Urban Arterial - Sidewalks, bike lane, 2 travel lanes, 

left-turn lanes 

$6,672,892 0% 78% $5,217,258 
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James Street, Phase 3 New Urban Arterial - Sidewalks, bike lanes, 2 travel lanes, left-

turn lanes.   

$3,600,000 0% 86% $3,000,000 

W. Maplewood, Phase 2 Reconstruct to Urban Arterial standard - Sidewalks, bike lanes, 

2 travel lanes. 

$8,212,069 0% 87% $7,135,391 

Van Wyck New Urban Arterial - Sidewalks, bike lanes, 2 travel lanes, left-

turn lanes.   

$10,558,374 0% 86% $9,058,749 

Tull New Urban Arterial - Sidewalks, bike lanes, 2 travel lanes, left-

turn lanes.   

$4,106,034 0% 78% $3,210,338 

Deemer New Urban Arterial - Sidewalks, bike lanes, 2 travel lanes, left-

turn lanes.   

$7,625,492 0% 86% $6,542,430 

East Bakerview Widen to Urban Arterial - Sidewalks, bike lanes, 2 travel lanes, 

center left-turn lane 

$12,904,679 0% 78% $10,089,634 

E. Horton Widen to Urban Arterial - Sidewalks, bike lane, 2 travel lanes, 

left-turn lanes 

$4,340,665 0% 86% $3,724,152 

Irongate New Urban Arterial - Sidewalks, bike lanes, 2 travel lanes, left-

turn lanes.   

$4,927,241 0% 86% $4,227,416 

Larrabee Reconstruct to Urban Arterial standard - Sidewalks, bike lanes, 

2 travel lanes. 

$6,100,394 0% 87% $5,300,576 

Tier 1 -Bicycle Master Plan Projects      
  
  

Lakeway Drive Bikeway Connection 2-way off-street multiuse pathway [Result of Tier 1 Lakeway 

Drive Bikeway Study 2016-2017] 

$500,000 38% 78% $0 

Illinois, Phase 2 Bike Lane $75,000 38% 83% $23,655 
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Chestnut Mixed $63,527 38% 83% $20,036 

James Road Diet Study Needed $75,000 38% 83% $23,655 

Chandler/McLeod Upgrade Existing Bike Lane $75,000 38% 83% $23,655 

Lincoln Bicycle Boulevard $26,413 38% 83% $8,331 

F Street Bike Lane (7' parking; 10' lanes) Requires Parking Removal $91,150 38% 83% $28,749 

Holly/Elridge/Nequalicum Mixed - Requires Parking Removal and/or road widening $121,098 38% 83% $38,194 

Fruitland/Orchard/Squalicum/Ellis Mixed $148,262 38% 83% $46,762 

Meridian (S. of I-5) Bike Lanes - Requires lane narrowing $44,309 38% 83% $13,975 

Tier 2 -Bicycle Master Plan Projects      

Young/Halleck Bicycle Boulevard $138,391 38% 83% $43,648 

North/Lincoln/RR Trail Mixed $221,774 38% 83% $69,948 

Birchwood  Bike Lane $53,288 38% 83% $16,807 
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Electric/Flynn/Lakeside/Euclid Mixed $413,832 38% 83% $130,523 

Yew/Maryland/Michigan/Illinois/St 

Clair 

Bicycle Boulevard $42,035 38% 83% $13,258 

North State Bicycle Boulevard $36,296 38% 83% $11,448 

High Street Shared Lane Marking $20,513 38% 83% $6,470 

Texas/Michigan/Kentucky/St 

Clair/Iowa/Rhododendron 

Bicycle Boulevard $64,469 38% 83% $20,334 

Bennett Drive Bike Lane (Parking removal 1 side) $73,712 38% 83% $23,249 

McLeod Bicycle Boulevard $35,563 38% 83% $11,216 

Cordata Mixed $137,629 38% 83% $43,408 

Carolina Bicycle Boulevard $132,005 38% 83% $41,634 

Cornwall Shared Lane Marking $14,598 38% 83% $4,604 

Donovan Further Study Needed $75,000 38% 83% $23,655 

Hollywood/Redwood/McAlpine Bicycle Boulevard $39,741 38% 83% $12,534 
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Valencia Bicycle Boulevard $13,208 38% 83% $4,166 

York/Ellis Mixed $56,406 38% 83% $17,790 

Champion  Uphill Bike Climbing Lane $5,346 38% 83% $1,686 

Douglas/30th/Taylor Mixed $833,865 38% 83% $263,001 

Maple Bicycle Boulevard $22,430 38% 83% $7,074 

Iowa/Moore Mixed $106,763 38% 83% $33,673 

H Street Bicycle Boulevard $244,693 38% 83% $77,176 

McKenzie/Connelly Cr 

Trail/McKenzie 

Bicycle Boulevard $16,491 38% 83% $5,201 

10th  Mixed $7,733 38% 83% $2,439 

Sterling/Trail Bicycle Boulevard $28,255 38% 83% $8,912 

Girard Bike Lane $57,055 38% 83% $17,995 

G Street Bicycle Boulevard $134,181 38% 83% $42,321 
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North/Broadway/Logan/J/North Bicycle Boulevard $71,098 38% 83% $22,424 

 
Tier 1 - Pedestrian Master Plan Projects 
  

   

  
  
  
  

Fraser St  $547,953 36% 95% $187,400 

Meridian St  $1,245,256 36% 95% $425,878 

24th St  $875,918 36% 95% $299,564 

Donovan Ave  $1,923,386 36% 95% $657,798 

24th St Westside $155,405 36% 95% $53,148 

Donovan Ave  $878,945 36% 95% $300,599 

24th St Eastside $857,754 36% 95% $293,352 

S State St  $608,500 36% 95% $208,107 

Bill McDonald Pkwy Eastside $546,944 36% 95% $187,055 

Verona St  $614,555 36% 95% $210,178 
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Yew Street  $1,927,423 36% 95% $659,179 

Alderwood Ave  $499,515 36% 95% $170,834 

21st St  $1,266,448 36% 95% $433,125 

11th St  $1,286,630 36% 95% $440,028 

Alderwood Ave  $1,612,577 36% 95% $551,501 

Alderwood Ave  $1,123,153 36% 95% $384,118 

Electric Ave  $1,651,932 36% 95% $564,961 

Yew Street  $1,008,113 36% 95% $344,775 

21st St  $763,905 36% 95% $261,256 

21st St  $848,671 36% 95% $290,246 

32nd St  $503,552 36% 95% $172,215 

Finnegan Way  $338,056 36% 95% $115,615 
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Firwood Ave  $1,889,076 36% 95% $646,064 

Firwood Ave  $1,921,368 36% 95% $657,108 

Nevada St  $1,683,215 36% 95% $575,660 

Harris Ave  $1,357,269 36% 95% $464,186 

State Westside $750,000 36% 95% $113,500 

 
Tier 2 - Pedestrian Master Plan Projects 
  

  

  

  

  

  

 

24th St Westside $1,272,503 36% 95% $435,196 

St Paul St  $440,986 36% 95% $150,817 

11th St  $676,112 36% 95% $231,230 

Mill Ave  $877,936 36% 95% $300,254 

Mill Ave  $846,653 36% 95% $289,555 

S State St  $1,931,459 36% 95% $660,559 
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30th St  $834,544 36% 95% $285,414 

Bellis Fair Pkwy  $378,421 36% 95% $129,420 

C Street  $684,185 36% 95% $233,991 

Taylor Ave  $302,737 36% 95% $103,536 

Taylor Ave  $336,038 36% 95% $114,925 

24th St Westside $522,500 36% 95% $178,695 

Taylor Ave  $306,773 36% 95% $104,916 

Cottonwood Ave  $892,064 36% 95% $305,086 

E Pine St  $594,373 36% 95% $203,275 

E Pine St  $581,254 36% 95% $198,789 

Meridian St  $801,243 36% 95% $274,025 

St Paul St  $427,868 36% 95% $146,331 
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Chuckanut Dr N  $2,238,232 36% 95% $765,475 

Harris Ave  $892,064 36% 95% $305,086 

N State St  $246,226 36% 95% $84,209 

Taylor Ave  $670,057 36% 95% $229,159 

Yew St  $1,318,922 36% 95% $451,071 

Lincoln St  $849,681 36% 95% $290,591 

Lincoln St Westside $645,838 36% 95% $220,877 

N 34th St  $1,615,604 36% 95% $552,537 

E Kellogg Rd  $2,067,691 36% 95% $707,150 

E Kellogg Rd  $305,764 36% 95% $104,571 

Total   $218,956,261     $116,438,260 

     
* Note: The $ Eligible for TIF column represents the amount of project costs that could be included in the TIF program, which is based on the total project cost, 
less committed external funding, while also considering the project deficiencies and proportion growth using the facility that comes from new development in 
Bellingham. Per the methodology summarized in Figure 6, the TIF eligible funding on the aggregate was calculated by applying committed external funding to the 
total project costs, reduced by the deficiencies and percent of Bellingham growth. This results in the $116M project cost identified above.  
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APPENDIX B – RESEARCH ON URBAN VILLAGE TRIP REDUCTIONS 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Quantifying Greenhouse Gas Mitigation Measures, California Air Pollution Control Officers 

Association 

This document from the California Air Pollution Control Officers Association (CAPCOA) represents the 

latest and most extensive research on the effectiveness of transportation demand management and 

commute trip reduction measures in the United States. Travel reduction programs are of major 

importance in California given the state’s strict greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions requirements. In 

California, traditional vehicle level of service analysis has been replaced with a vehicle-miles traveled and 

GHG analysis to determine compliance with the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA). 

Development projects that are not compliant with the GHG regulations (typically because the project 

generates more vehicle-miles of travel than is allowed within a given region) must prove they are 

reducing their vehicle trip generation by enacting programs or incorporating design features that have 

been shown to be effective. The CAPCOA research is the standard by which jurisdictions certify the 

effectiveness of proposed trip reduction methods and the CAPCOA document is frequently cited in 

CEQA Environmental Impact Reports. The CAPCOA research is applicable to Bellingham because 

CAPCOA only accepts trip reduction measures and programs that have been proven through peer-

reviewed research across a broad range of urban/suburban environments across the state, including 

communities larger and smaller than Bellingham. CAPCOA is a non-profit organization that was formed 

by the state’s 35 air quality management districts, who have regulatory authority over all air pollution 

sources in the state, including GHG emissions. 

http://www.capcoa.org/wp-content/uploads/2010/11/CAPCOA-Quantification-Report-9-14-Final.pdf
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